compensate it. The local closed orbit bump with corrector threes was envisaged and calculated.
INTRODUCTION
The new electron-positron collider VEPP-2000 with energy up to 2 x 1 GeV [ I ] will use the round colliding beams concept [2] . The final focusing will be performed by 13 T superconducting solenoids, rotating the betatron oscillations plane by ~/ 2 . This is the first machine with this type of optics therefore an investigation of the betatron coupling at VEPP-2000 was the main aim of this work. Besides the skew-quadrupole correctors system development a closed orbit correction elements were calculated and designed. Despite of the non-trivial eigenmode behavior in the round beams machine the coupling control turned out to be equivalent to the case of ordinary flat beams. The skewquadrupoles are absolutely necessary for the VEPP-2000 optics, since the betatron mode coupling cannot be controlled by the longitudinal field adjustment due to the absence of betatron phases difference between the solenoids.
CLOSED ORBIT CORRECTION
The VEPP-2000 ring consists of two identical arcs and two experimental drifts. All correction system elements are designed as additional coils in main elements because of very compact arrangement of optics elements. Thus, the dipole coils are settled on the iron yoke of the quadrupole lenses, skew-quadrupole coils are situated on two poles of the sextupole lenses. All F-lenses and bending magnets contain horizontal dipole correctors, D-lenses contain vertical correctors (Fig. 1) . The F1 lens is equiped with both direction correctors to control closed orbit distortions, caused by solenoid displacement. The solenoid and the F2-lens shift of X = 0.2 mm causes 5 mm closed orbit distortion and requires dipole corrector fields H = 0.015 T to The second effect of betatron coupling is excitation of the vertical dispersion function qy which leads to vertical emittance growth and also to additional undesirable coupling of betatron and synchrotron oscillations.
In the round beam machine the final focusing solenoids rotate betatron oscillations plane by ~/ 2 .
This case seems to be the case of "absolute" coupling but in fact it is not. Using the parametrization [4] one can see the eigenmodes structure (Fig.2) . Vertical oscillation in one arc turns to horizontal in another arc. Modes are excited by the synchrotron radiation fluctuations in different arcs and have equal emittances. In ideal VEPP-2000 lattice there is no coupling between modes.
The solenoid transport matrix contains coupling terms but one turn matrix is block-diagonal at any azimuth. The betatron tunes fractional parts are equal. This corresponds to exact difference resonance whereas coupled oscillations can not have equal tunes the minimal distance exists one can bring them together. Thus the coupling compensation scheme in the round beam machine must be the same as in the flat one. The difference is the equality of horizontal and 0-7803-7191-7/01/$10.00 02001 IEEE.vertical emittances but their exact equality does not indicate the absence of mode coupling in contrast with the flat case, where ey = 0 means zero betatron coupling.
From here on the main results come from simulation of a flat lattice with coupling elements. In the presence of two skew-quadrupoles their compensation is possible. In the case of weak coupling near the difference resonanse the tune split is characterized by the integral parameter
Here ,&, &, a, and ay are the Twiss parameters, q =
( d H x / d x ) / H R is the skew quadrupole gradient, L is the
longitudinal field H,/HR, QZ and 9, are the betatron phases. This formula was derived from equations of motion after fast oscillations averaging [6] . It is necessary to minimize both real and imaginary parts of this complex parameter C to make tunes independent. In the case of two thin skew-quadrupoles the tune split depends only on the difference of betatron phases advance between them ( A q x -A 9 y). The compensation possible if ( A q X -AQy) is multiple to 7r. Effect of a thin skew-quadrupole can be theoretically compensated by one solenoid only in the case of special conditions on lattice functions. Tune split calculations were done using matrix formalism without assumptions about weakness of coupling. For VEPP-2000 lattice it was checked that two skew-quadrupoles located either in one arc or in different arcs make no effect on the tune split assuming that phases advance difference is equal. Simulation of the lattice with one thin skew-quadrupole confirmed the impossibility to compensate its effect with a solenoid.
The skew-quadrupole gradient G = 0.5 T / m allows to compensate tune split Anu = 0.001 which is a scale of synchrotron tune. Simulations show that tune split of this magnitude leads to a significant luminosity reduction due to beam-beam effects. It is not possible to make correctors with large reserve in strength because of limited space allowance for the coils.
One of the skew-quadrupole field sources is the sextupole if the closed orbit is shifted from its center. The gradient of VEPP-2000 sextupoles SZ is 2 T/m. Since the correctors strength is not enough to compensate this coupling source at high energy, it is desirable to limit the closed orbit distortions in sextupoles. 
EXPERIMENTS AT VEPP-2M
To check the above theory a test measurements of the weak coupling effects were done at the VEPP-2M storage ring (Novosibirsk, [3]) during the last days of its operation in the year 2000. The ring had two skew-quadrupole families: VSQ (1-8), located in Y-sextupoles and four separate skews GSQ. For the experiment a special solenoid was wound over the vacuum chamber in the technical straight section. It had length of 10 cm and was capable of creating a longitudinal magnetic field of 0.08 T at the beam orbit.
During the measurement the P-functions in the periodicity elements were kept identical with the accuracy of 10-15% and the betatron tunes were equal. Next, the coupling was eliminated and the tune split became zero. Then some elements (solenoid, skew) were turned on in different combinations and the tunes splitted. The spectrum of coherent betatron oscillations was measured with the scanning spectrum analyzer which took the signal from the pickup electrodes.
The linear dependence of the tune split on the correctors strength was checked, as well as its independence on the working point. A special measurements were done to check a possibility to compensate the effect of the solenoid with two skews.
CONCLUSION
The closed orbit correction system for the new collider VEPP-2000 with round colliding beams was calculated and designed. Despite of the unusual optics with equal betatron emittances and tunes the necessity of traditional skewquadrupoles system was shown, since the betatron coupling can not be fully controlled by adjustment of the solenoidal field. Skew-quadrupole correctors were calculated and designed.
